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A Slovenian company dealing with cutting, forming and 
assembling of sheet metal is looking for an outsourcing 
agreement. 
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Summary 

The Slovenian company is specialized in sheet metal processing: 2D and 3D cutting, forming with 

press machines and assembling by spot welding, hand MAG welding and robot welding. The 

company is looking for business partners that require sheet metal processing services and are 

interested in signing an outsourcing contract. 

Description 

The Slovenian company was established in 2011 and is located in production area known for the 

manufacture of trucks and buses. The company has taken over the knowledge and experience in 

metal fabrication and upgraded it with the modern methods of management and operations.  

 

The company is a supplier of metal sheet body and chassis parts for the automotive industry and it 

also supplies deep drawing and welded parts for filter and railway industry.  

 

The company is specialized in cutting, forming and assembling sheet metal processes. They can 

offer 2D and 3D cutting, forming with press machines from 100t to 1600t and assembling by spot 

welding, hand MAG welding or robot welding.  

 

The company is looking for long term business partners that need metal sheets processing services 

in desired quality at a competitive price and are interested in contracting out a part of business 

process to service provider.  

 

In addition to existing manufacture, due to enough capacity, the company is looking to implement 

some new projects. The company is interested in signing a long term outsourcing agreement. 



 



 

 



 

 

 



 

 

Advantages and Innovations 

- A team of technology experts with knowledge in: 3D design (Catia v5-6 R26, Siemens NX 12), 

CNC programing (Trutops, Trubend, Cloos), Transfer and progressive tooling, Project 

management. 

- A tool service team for quick repairs and maintenances on tools.  

- A quality department: 3D coordinate measuring machines, Macro etch welding testing / Weld 

break testing, 8D reclamation reporting. 

- Production: Press machines with tables up to 3500x2500mm, More than 30 experienced welders, 

Enough production capacity 

Expertise sought 



Quality is ensured by standards in the automotive industry. Measures are checked by automatic 

3D coordinate measuring machine, welding seams are tested with destructive and non-destructive 

methods. All sampling is done according to VDA 6.2. 

Stage Of Development 

Already on the market 

Requested partner 

The company is looking for companies from automotive and other sectors that require additional 

metal sheet products for their production and are interested in contracting out a part of business 

process to service provider based on the long term outsourcing agreement. 

 


